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HEVISIOM OF x m z m a m f m BARKLMBS TAX 

The purpose of this note la to discuss the relative merits of two 
proposed amendments to the Undistributed Earnings Tax* 

1* 2x«sapt a certain percentage of earning© of non-financial corpora-
tions that are expended for new plant and equipment In excess of expendi-
tures equal to current depreciation charges. At the sa&e time impose a 
penalty rate on all earnings in excess of this percentage and also on 
earnings below this percentage that are not expended for new plant and 
equipment* This exemption might either be continued indefinitely or be 
gradually reduced from the Initial rate in the first year* 

She arguments that may be urged In support of this proposal are as 
follows: 

Economic and practical considerations, as well as those of equity, 
must be related to fiscal and tax policy* On occasion; an attempt to meet 
all these requirements Involves compromise* The tax under discussion is 
a case In point* On grounds of equity and revenue, all net earnings of 
corporations belonging to the stockholders of corporations should either 
be Included In their income for tax purposes, or taxed proportionally In 
other ways« Politically, this did not prore possible to accomplish* Coav 
poratlons can still retain 40 percent of their earnings after the noimal 
corporation tax on the payment of an average tax of 15*2 percent; they can 
retain 100 percent on the payment of an average tax of 20*5 percent* These 
percentages are much more than mall stockholders would have to pay if 
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earnings ms&tg distributed. On the other hand, they are far less 
than wealthy stockholders would haw to pay* In other words t under 
the present law, there is at111 a powerful incentive for the wealthy 
and dominating stockholders to cause corporations to retain earnings 
and this victimizes smaller stockholders* The present law provides, 
moreover, no incentive to use depreciation charges or retained earn* 
ings for actual plant and equipment expenditures. 

The proposed saaendm&nt is desired* on the one hand, to provide 
an incentive for the actual expenditure of depreciation accounts find 
of a percentage of retained earnings and, on the other, to impose a 
heavy penalty on the no&̂ expenciiture of a portion of earnings for ex-
pansion of new plant and equipment and on the retention of earnings 
above, say, 30 percent. 

Since corporations in any case can be expected to retain some 
30 percent of their earnings the direct loss to the Treasury from the 
ex&aption would amount to 12 percent of this amount* Against this 
direct loss, however, must be offset the gains arising {a) from the 
payment of a tax of, say, SO percent on retained earnings not exempt 
and/or (b) from increased surtax yields arising frosa distribution of 
earnings to peopls whose Incomes fall in the high tax brackets* Corpora-
tion owners can now cause all earnings to be retained and incur an 
average tax of £0*5 percent of this amounts under a SO percent exemption 
and 50 percent tax rate, the retention of all earnings would entail an 
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average tax of 35 percent. In addition. Insofar es increased 
expenditures result a consequence of the amendment, autionsl 
incoa*© generally would be higher and tax yields thereby increased* 
It does not appear, therefore, that the proposed amendment vonld 
result in any diminution of federal revenues* 

It is difficult to gauge the probable effectiveness of the 
stimulus to increased expenditures, as this depends in lerge 
part on the trpn̂ t of business activity* It is possible, however, 
to arrive at some idea of the theoretical mximsa figure* 

In the first place, corporations reporting no net earnings 
would have no particular incentive to expend additional exaounts 
of their depreciation charges* In order to isolate the sphere 
of influence of the proposed incentive, therefore, it 1* necessary 
to estimate the animal depreciation and depletion charges of non-
financial corporations reporting net earnings* Shis figure «ay 
be estimated at billion* Set statutory earnings of these corpora-
tions* less noxtoal tax* are estiraated to a proximate #7 billion in 
193?* The theoretical maa&smm stimulus* therefore* would be #3 
billion plus 30 percent of #7 billion* or approxitaately #5 billion 
in all* 

If it Is assumed that such corporations would have made in 
any ease expenditures equal to one-half their depreciation charges 
and neould retain SO percent of their earnings* an additional expendi-
ture of f2£ billion mould result in a tax saving of $1 billion* 
Another wey of illustrating the incentive is to point out that corpor-
ations will have the alternative either of adding #4 billion 
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to their capital assets in the forn of plant find equipment expendi-
tures or of adding only 53 billion dollars to their other assets* 

If corporations choose to pay out all their earnings rather 
than avail themselves of the exception, Federal revenues would 
benefit as a result of increased personal income tax payaents and 
total cosssamity expenditures would benefit as a result of increased 
spending of dividends* There would be no offset to these gains as 
presumably corporations failing to avail theiaselves of the exemption 
have no need of expansion end would not have spent retained earnings 
for this purpose* 

In one set of circumstances* however, the proposed amendment 
nay result in sono discouresexaent to capital expenditures* If a 
corporation, under the present law* would have retained and expended 
more than 30 percent of its earnings, and if it cannot or will not 
raise nm capital or borrow for expansion, the imposition of a tax 
of SO percent on retained earnings in excess of 50 percent would 
discourage capital expenditures* This objection to the proposal 
under discussion would be somewhat removed by the adoption of another 
suggestion to exempt entirely earnings up to #15,000* If, in addi-
tion, the 30 percent exemption applied to retained earnings in excess 
of #15,000 this wuld permit corporations earning up to #50,000 to 
retain one-half of their earnings without penalty* It is these 
smaller corporations that w>nld have ssost difficulty in raising new 
ssoney or borrowing* 
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Before penalty spates could be assessed on earnings not used 
for plant and equipment expenditures, a partial exemption in the 
form of special low rates of, say, 10 percent should be provided 
In the case of those corporations nho cannot disburse earnings 
because of provisions in bond indentures or statutory prohibition© 
Of dividend payments in case of capital impairment* 

Skere is Bcme question as to whether the 30 percent exemption 
should be extended indefinitely, should cease entirely after a 
certain period, or should be gradually reduced to a figure of 15 
percent or 20 percent. It would appear politically impossible to 
remove the extamption entirely after a specified period and still 
retain high rates on undistributed earnings* The practical alterna-
tives, then, are an indefinite continuance of th® proposed exemption 
or gradual reduction* In this connection it may be noted thst ex-
pansion of plant and equipment at a rate equal to 30 percent of 
earnings ia?ould be very modest* This follows from the f'ict that total 
earnings approximate only between 5 and 10 percent of net tsortht and 
net worth in turn is considerably less than total capital investment* 

2* She second proposal is to permit an amotrnt equal to new 
plant and equipment expenditures in excess of expenditures equal to 
depreciation charges to be retained in 1933 and to be credited against 
undistributed earnings in the period 1938-40 in computing tax liability 
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under the undistrAbated earnings tax. The theoretical mxtranm exemp-
tion ib equal to three years1 full earnings nhich, at the 1937 rate 
of earnings, would essount to #21 billion. ®iis wmld be in addition 
to some |1E billion representing? expenditures on depreciation accounts. 
The exemption could be coupled with increased rates on earnings with-
held and not used for net expansion purposes* 

This proposal is aeuch more drastic than the previous one* It 
entails a wider departure from the equity consideration of taxing accord-
ing to ability to pay* as it offers the possibility to wealthy o^ers 
of corporation© of avoiding payment of personal inccese taxes or undis-
tributed earnings taxes on their corporations1 earnings for a three-year 
period* On the other hand, by the sm& token it offers a greater stirmlus 
to capital expansion in the single year 1958* 

In contrast to the proposal to exempt a flat percentage of earnings 
for expansion* the present proposal offers an incentive to corporations 
reporting no net income in 1938 to expand their facilities so that they 
may avail theaselves of the privilege of withholding esmings in the 
following t\so years* The iiaportance of this consideration is considerably 
diminished by the difficulty experienced by most corporations reporting 
no net earning ia raising new capital for expansion* 

Another* and very important difference in the effect of the two 
proposals lies in the period during which the stizsulus is effective* In 
the case of the first proposal the stimulus continues until such time as 
the exemption is reaoved. In the case of the second proposal* however* 
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the stimulus ceases on December 31, 1938. In the two following years, 
depending on the extent to which corporations aâ de new capital expendi-
tures in 1938, there id.ll be an incentive to retain earnings that can 
be used to retire debt or added to corporate reserves. The more effect-
ive the stimulus to expansion in 1938f and this is the mi in objective 
of the proposal, the more danger thera will be that an abrupt cessation 
of the stimolus on a given date may lead to a decline in expenditures* 
This objection is &odlfiad by the consideration that it is a physical 
taqpossibility to crowd the necessary expenditures in the next three or 
four years into one year. The mor® probable effect wuld be to cause 
expenditures to be sorieishat greater in 1938 and less in 1939 than they 
othenrtse nould be. 

A practical difficulty attaches to that p^rt of the proposal which 
envisages higher rates on earnings retained for purposes other than plant 
and equipaent expenditureŝ  Under the plan as proposed, such rutes 
would have to be limited to a year, after which, presmaably, reversion 
to present rates -would occur. It appears politically difficult to secure 
higher rates than at present on undistributed earnings unless they are 
coupled with certain exemptions. 

It is possible to work out a plan hereby expenditures in 1938 
could be credited against undistributed earnings la 1928*40; expendi-
tures in 1939 against undistributed earnings in 1939-40} and expenditures 
in 1940 against undistributed earnings in 1940. Xtd* would avoid the 
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abrupt cessation of the stimulus to plant expansion. It would, on 
the other hand, probably pemit too much stimulation over the three-
year period and involve too wide a departure from equity considera-
tions* It also would reduce somewhat the stimulus to expand in the 
next six months^ during which period the stimulus is most desirable* 

Politically, there is much to be said for a type of revision 
which, If possible, will be semipermanent* A change that Is designed 
to cover only a specified period Invites renewal or further modifies*-
tlon at the end of that period* 

Speaking broadly, the choice between the two proposals Is a 
choice that involves a compromise between stimulus and equity* The 
first proposal promises a certain amount of stimulus without departing 
seriously from the equity consideration back of the law* The second 
proposal promises a larger degree of stimulus but entails a considerable 
departure from the principle of taxation according to ability to pay* 

3* It has been proposed that an exemption for new plant and equip-
ment expenditures be supplemented by a further exemption to permit re-
tirement of debt* 

This proposal areata on the general view that debt retirement is 
both financially prudent for a corporation and socially beneficial for 
the coftZRunlty* 

The objections to the proposal are as follows: 
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1* Debt retlreioent in the present circui&stances is deflationary 
end would tesd to offaot in part the stimulus afforded by the other 
exemptions. In the present circumstances the retirement of corporate 
debt ??ould tend to swell the voluzaa of unused funds of banks* insur-
ance companies and private investors rather than to return immediately 
to the stone tsry circulation* ©cenption for debt retirement is more 
appropriate as a booia-controlling device* 

2* One of our present difficulties is that a large portion of 
savings ̂ nd other capital funds are restricted in their disposal to 
obligations representing debt whereas, over a period of time» industry 
has shorn less and less inclination to raise new soney for expansion 
by the issue of such obligations* Unless our banking* insurance and 
trustee laws are drastically changed* the proper functioning of our 
system requires a larger and increasing volume of debt®* 

3* To pernit corporations to retain earnings tax free for the 
retirement of debt would introduce a whole new series of inequities 
in our tax laws* In retiring debt corporation owners add to their net 
worth just as much as though they left the debt stationary and made 
net additions to plant facilities* Hencef the exs&ption of earnings 
to retire debt would permit owners of corporations vhich have heavy 
debt structures to add to their net worth while denying this privilege 
to owners of debt-free corporations, to partnerships and to private 
individuals* 
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